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Chapter 3391 

The long sword in his hand passed by, and the heads of the severely injured 
members of the Sirius Sect flew high in an instant and rolled to the ground! 

In the world of gods and humans, no one will be merciful, and no one will be 
kind to women! 

Because the story of the farmer and the snake is being played out every 
moment in the world of gods and humans. 

No one knows how to be grateful… 

Very few people know how to be grateful, especially in the face of absolute 
benefits! 

Luo Xi killed everyone in the Tianlang Sect, and felt relieved as he let out a 
heavy breath! 

“Let’s go, I’m afraid someone is coming…” 

David called Luo Xi and left! 

Just as David and the others left, a burst of black mist rolled in, and then the 
black mist turned into a big hand, tearing a hole in the void! 

Along with the surge of breath, a figure slowly appeared from the void! 𝙢.𝕍 

 

🅳𝙏🅆.🄻𝙖This 

person is Qi Peijia. The explosion just now attracted Qi Peijia! 

And beside Qi Peijia, there was Liu Xueyi, who looked pale! 



After this guy used the blood escape technique to escape, his level dropped 
directly to the third level of the Tribulation Realm, and his aura was much 
weaker. He looked like he was seriously ill! 

“Mr. Qi, the sound just now sounded like something exploded. What explosion 
made it so terrifying?” 

Liu Xueyi asked Qi Peijia! 

Qi Peijia didn’t speak, but looked at the messy scene around him, as well as 
the tattered weapons scattered on the ground! 

These weapons themselves are all incomplete. They were just affected by the 
explosion, and many of them were already in tatters! 

“There are some corpses there, let’s see who they are…” 

Qi Peijia discovered the corpses of those from the Tianlang Sect and said to 
Liu Xueyi! 

Liu Xueyi nodded, then went over to check and found out the identity of the 
other party from his clothes! 

“Mr. Qi, these are all people from the Tianlang Sect. Some people were 
obviously affected by the explosion and died with their internal organs 
shattered, but some people had their heads chopped off…” 

Liu Xueyi said cautiously. 

Qi PeijiaHe looked at the dead people, then looked at the scene, then slowly 
closed his eyes, and gently passed a hand across his forehead! 

As Qi Peijia’s forehead shone with light, there was an extra eye on Qi Peijia’s 
forehead, just like Erlang Shen! 

Seeing this scene, Liu Xueyi was so frightened that he swallowed his saliva! 

Qi Peijia’s eyes on his forehead began to blink, and soon the world turned 
gray in Qi Peijia’s eyes! 

And in this gray world, everything that just happened has left an afterimage! 

“Tian…Tian Ming Eye?” 



Liu Xueyi’s face was full of shock. You must know that Tian Ming Eye is a 
secret skill of the demon clan. It is said that it has been lost for a long time. He 
doesn’t understand how Qi Peijia can have Tian Ming Eye! 

However, Liu Xueyi made up his mind at this moment and must follow Qi 
Peijia well and serve Qi Peijia well! 

Maybe Qi Peijia can help him recover after the battlefield of gods and demons 
is closed! 

After a while, the eyes on Qi Peijia’s forehead slowly disappeared, and then 
he slowly opened his eyes! 

“It turns out that the boy named David did it. This guy was really lucky. He 
didn’t know what kind of treasure he got, so he put it away and ran away.” 

Qi Peijia said coldly! 

“Did David do it?” Liu Xueyi was stunned. “Mr. Qi, what kind of strength is 
David able to kill so many Tianlang Sect monks?” “I couldn’t see 

the process of their fight, but the few monks who were beheaded were , it was 
Luo Xi who did it.” 

“It seems that I want to increase the power of Tianming Eye as soon as 
possible. The time to see it now is still too short.” 

Qi Peijia frowned slightly. If his Tianming Eye was stronger, he would be able 
to see it. After seeing the fight between David and the others, he could also 
understand how David did it and defeated these Tianlang Sect monks! 

“Then what should we do next?” Liu Xueyi asked! 

“Of course I’m chasing him. We must catch up with that kid. There must be 
other secrets about that kid!” After 

Qi Peijia finished speaking, he led Liu Xueyi and chased in the direction where 
David and the others disappeared! 

David and Luo Xi ran all the way, because he knew that there would be 
danger following behind! 

 


